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Step-by-Step, Full-Color Graphics Show You How to Use Windows 8!  Get up and running with

Windows 8 right awayâ€•the QuickSteps way. Full-color screenshots on every page with clear

instructions make it easy to use this innovative operating system on any device. Follow along and

learn how to navigate the touch interface, customize your desktop, store data, manage files,

connect to the Internet, use email, add hardware and software, download apps, work with photos,

and enjoy multimedia. Youâ€™ll also learn how to control security and set up a wired or wireless

network. This practical, fast-paced guide gets you started in no time! Use these handy guideposts:

Shortcuts for accomplishing common tasks Need-to-know facts in concise narrative Helpful

reminders or alternate ways of doing things Bonus information related to the topic being covered

Errors and pitfalls to avoid Screenshots with callouts that show and explain exactly what youâ€™ll

see on your computer screen while youâ€™re doing a task The unique, landscape layout of the

QuickSteps series mimics your computer screen, displays graphics and explanations side by side,

and lays flat so you can easily refer to the book while working on your computer.
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This book takes you by the hand & walks you through step - by - step. It assumes you have little or

no experience - which in my case is exactly where I am with Windows 8. The illustrations are also

step - by - step and are in color. Arranged by topic - very nice presentation. Recommended for



anyone struggling with the abominable Windows 8.

The book as I look through it as I just received it looks great BUTWindows 8 is one I did not want. I

am stuck with it as the sellerwould not put Windows 7 on my laptop. I am counting on goingthrough

Windows 8 step by step to learn it.If I can, I will try to get back to the reader's about my success!

This very well written and highly colored illustrated book Windows 8 QuickSteps is a book that I

recommend to you if you are new to Microsoft Windows 8.For me, I have found this book to be very

easy to follow and understand and I recommend it to you for the following reasons:1) There are 10

chapters in this book and each chapter is a mini lesson and can be completed in a very short time.2)

Each chapter (lesson) has fully illustrated pictures that SHOW YOU how to complete tasks and this

book is written in an easy to understand way that I find so easy to follow.3) One part of this book

that I found the MOST helpful is in Chapter 1 - Stepping into Windows 8 - Using the Keyboard.

There is a huge mapped chart that tells you how to use the Windows Key + another key to perform

a task easiest.***These are the two Windows key plus other key you need to know: Windows + D -

gets you to the Desktop (I placed my shortcuts to my favorite programs as Word, Excel, etc all on

my Desktop) and Windows + C - This brings you to the Charms, you select Power from the Charms

menu to turn Off the computer. These two Windows key combinations will be your two BEST

FRIENDS in Windows 8 (that is Windows+D and Windows+C)4) This superb book covers the very

basics to intermediate so you can get up and running fast! This is a book that you can keep on hand

like a reference book. It is a superb book written by a very caring author, which reminds me of a

kind and loving teacher.5) This book is very easy to follow and understand, it is almost like having a

caring teacher right there showing you how to do tasks in Windows 8.Highly recommend this book

to anyone that wants to learn Windows 8 and buy a superb Windows 8 book.

I purchased two books "Windows 8 Quick Steps" and the "Complete Idiot's Guide toMicrosoft

Windows 8" and I am very pleased with both of them. What one doesn't help me with, the other

does. They are both very good books. You're not talking about someone 30, 40 or even 50 using

these, I am almost 70 and still work, use a computer at work and like to keep up with the latest

technology.

You've got to be kidding me that windows 8 or 8.1 is better. It just plain sucks and makes billions for

microsoft. Books and manuals bought seperately are a must have, But why not stay with windows



7?

It was out of date very quickly, as windows 8 kept changing. I was too confused.A current edition

would be great
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